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WASHBASIN COUNTERTOPS
Wanos Wood & Design presents the new collection of solid wood tops and tops. We can make any type of
processing on tops and solid wood tops. We work exclusively with wood, the wood finish can be chosen by the
customer according to their taste. Our top kitchen shelves, are ideal for use in the kitchen, the transparent
protection protects the wooden surface superficially to avoid direct contact with water and liquids in general.
Beautiful and warm wooden floors can also be used as a kitchen island, wood gives a unique look to your
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environment, to renew your kitchen, just change the work surface, you will make it fresh and new as never
before. If you want the maximum resistance and waterproofing, we propose the treatment resined with
transparent epoxy resin, both in the glossy and opaque version. The epoxy resin gives the wood a unique
solidity and hardness, does not undergo thermal changes and does not absorb light, you can use your solid
wood worktop to cook any dish in your kitchen. Choose the resin treatment you will get an excellent result. In
this category we also sell the individual solid wood slabs that we create specifically tailor-made for the
customer, you can choose width and height of the material, in addition to the custom-made shape and type of
processing. Choose to buy a Made in Italy product we give strength and start to believe in Italian labor and
craftsmanship, our quality of materials and cabinet making are famous all over the world.
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SINK TOP IN DEBARKED HARDWOOD
Thanks to the precious work of our artisans, we created a unique and inimitable sink
top. We can make it custom-made. In this offer we show a top in dried chestnut
hardwood, naturally dried for over 10 years, made with coupled boards to reach the
desired length with a thickness of 55-60 mm.
The iron shelves in the image are only for display and aren’t included in the sale
price.
A resin finish treatment makes this hardwood top perfect to make your rooms
unique.
Choose the right design for your home by Wanos.
SKU: PLAV
Price: € 315,98 – € 835,70

DESIGNER SINK TOP IN NATURAL CHESTNUT HARDWOOD
Sink top completely handmade by our artisans in chestnut hardwood with a
50-60mm thickness, with a natural seasoning of over 15 years.
Our designers decided to leave the irregular part of the wood exposed, making this
sink top a unique complement of its kind.
On request we can also make this sink top with the desired wood type and sizes.
Every work is taken care of in the smallest details by our laboratory, if you request it
you can receive the “Work In Progress” images from the skilled hands that are
making your sink top.
Furnish your home by choosing Wanos to give an extra touch of style to your rooms.
SKU: PL100
Price: € 286,70 – € 633,18
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FLAT TOP IN HARDWOOD FOR TABLE-DESK
Flat top in hardwood, hand crafted by our artisans, we can make it with custom
dimensions. In this offer we show you a top in ash tree hardwood, made with paired
boards to reach the desired size.
A special trim treatment gives makes this wooden top sturdy and it fits perfectly to a
public environment, the matte resin finish protects the wood in an optimal and
complete way.
Choose the right design to furnish your home with Wanos 2.0
SKU: scriv1
Price: € 762,50

SINK TOP IN HARDWOOD WITH PUSH DRAWER AND SHELF
IN WROUGHT IRON
Sink top made in ash tree hardwood, with a push opening drawer below.
The wrought iron structure embellishes the furniture creating a unique support
plane.
Possibility of making the plane or furniture on request, choose the right design to
furnish your home in a unique way with Wanos Wood&Design
SKU: LAV4
Price: € 2.141,10
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SINK TOP IN DEBARKED RESIN HARDWOOD
Thanks to the precious work of our artisans, we created a unique and inimitable sink
top.
We can make it custom-made. In this offer we show a top in chestnut hardwood
with a 55-60mm thickness, made with coupled boards to reach the desired length.
A resin finish treatment makes this hardwood top perfect to make your rooms
unique.
Choose the right design for your home by Wanos.
SKU: top2
Price: € 1.096,78 € 608,78

SINK TOP IN RESIN DEBARKED HARDWOOD
Thanks to the precious work of our artisans, we created a unique and inimitable sink
top.
We can make it custom-made. In this offer we show a top in ash tree hardwood,
made with coupled boards to reach the desired length.
A resin finish treatment makes this hardwood top perfect to make your rooms
unique.
Choose the right design for your home by Wanos.
SKU: lav66
Price: € 433,10 – € 1.043,10
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SINK TOP IN RESIN HARDWOOD
Thanks to the precious work of our artisans, we created a unique and inimitable sink
top.
We can make it custom-made. In this offer we show a top in ash tree hardwood,
made with coupled boards to reach the desired length.
A resin finish treatment makes this hardwood top perfect to make your rooms
unique.
Choose the right design for your home by Wanos.
SKU: LAV6
Price: € 840,58

DESIGNER SINK TOP IN CHESTNUT HARDWOOD
Thanks to the precious work of our artisans, we created a unique and inimitable sink
top.
We can make it custom-made. In this offer we show a top in chestnut hardwood,
made with coupled boards to reach the desired length.
Sink top made in chestnut hardwood, with a water-repellent treatment to give it a
long life.
Bring back nature in your bathroom with our beautiful hardwood shelves. The
water-repellent treatment allows for a long life of the product and it’s really easy to
clean, with its velvety surface.
It stands out in its beauty for the particular shelf under top of the sink, created using
the same chestnut hardwood with a thickness of 50mm.
Choose Wanos to furnish your bathroom with style and to give it a high-design.
SKU: lav3
Price: € 799,10 – € 2.257,00
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SINK TOP IN RESIN HARDWOOD MODERN STYLE
Thanks to the precious work of our artisans, we created a unique and inimitable sink
top.
We can make it custom-made. In this offer we show a top in ash tree hardwood,
made with coupled boards to reach the desired length.
A resin finish treatment makes this hardwood top perfect to make your rooms
unique.
Choose the right design for your home by Wanos.
SKU: LAV1
Price: € 840,58 € 555,10
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